
MAZE Changelog 

From V1.1.1 it is possible to see the firmware version in “Settings Mode”. It is 

displayed with dots in the animation on screen. For instance: “. . .” means V1.1.1 

and “. : .” means V1.2.1 and so on... 

V1.2.2 - 02/03/19

Fixed:

- Mute deselect was applied to all presets in bank

Added:

- While morphing LED indicator is magenta, otherwise cyan.

V1.2.1 - 13/02/19

Fixed:

- Possibility of last preset not being highlighted in Save Mode with Fade 

sequencing. 

V1.2 - 08/01/19

Added/Changes:

- Fade sequencing method

- Negative triggers for trigger based sequencing methods - Changed triggers only 

to HIGH

- Adjusted encoder push sensitivity

Fixed:

- Possible unresponsive 0V in Continuous sequencing

- Pushing matrix holds preset when sequencing first 3 presets in Continuous 

sequencing 

V1.1.1 - 29/10/18

Added:

- Copy and Delete Banks Menu.

- Hold preset in “Save Mode” to randomise preset.

- “Calibration Menu” retrieve previous setting.

- Screen in “Settings Menu” shows version as dots in animation.



Fixed:

- Screen in “Calibration Menu” does not reset.

- “Loud” feedback patch causes keypad to stop working. - Modulating SLCT input 

in RANDOM or EUCLIDEAN sequencing causes keypad to stop working until 

mode switch. 

V1.1 - 06/08/18

Added:

- Deselecting while setting routings will set routing to either zero, previous, 

current, and then unselects. (this is switchable in settings)

- Trigger for SLCT input can be set to trigger on “HIGH” or “LOW” (So on +5V or 

0V, again this is switchable in settings)

- In settings, when switching banks. Display states “Bank 1”, “Bank 2” etc. instead 

of just “Bank”. - While changing routings: the LED indicator will turn green for 

attenuation and red for attenuversion.

- While changing routings: all not selected routing positions will dim brightness. - 

While changing routings: morph will not influence routings that are being 

changed.

Fixed:

- Slight chance of clearing the bank when pressing the encoder just before going 

into Settings. 


